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THANKS ALL ITS PARTNERS FOR THEIR SUPPORT IN MAKING

A HUGE SUCCESS!

THANK YOU ALL!
WE COULDN’T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOU!
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Thank you all for dropping by and making our ninth birthday celebrations
so very special. We hope the birthday festivities we lined up for you lived
up to your expectations and brought to you a little fun & frolic. This year’s
celebrations were just a pre-cursor to the grand 10th anniversary offerings
that we have in store for you! Thanks to you, nine is a happy memory, which
brought with it so much joy, very pleasant weather and the nippy freshness
of the fall collections. There is so much to celebrate and so much to be
thankful for. With each year that passes, we are fuelled with a drive to do
more and bring more to you. That’s because YOU, our customers, are most
important to Select CITYWALK and we love to make you feel special. We
believe in investing in people. In you. In engagement and interaction. In
one-on-one interface. In touch and feel. Because technologies don’t drive
relationships, people do. That’s why even in today’s era of e-commerce, our
relationships continue to grow. Day after day, year after year and with every
visit that you make to Select CITYWALK.
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BOLD

And now that we’re into a new month, a new calendar of events awaits
you at Select CITYWALK and as always, we’ve put our heart and soul
into planning each one of them. Drop by to participate, buy or just
window-shop. All of that motivates us to do better. In the last week of
December, we’ll have the Christmas and New Year eve celebrations.
Come, see and enjoy!
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We also keep innovating and reinventing events to make you feel special
and a part of our ever-growing CITYWALK family. For the birthday
festivities for the first time we brought together 25 different brands to
participate in India’s largest crowd-sourced photo shoot. “9 Minutes of
Fashion” was a platform for people from all age groups to experiment
with their sense of style. For us, our achievement was that we were
bringing together an extremely diverse set of brands to style nearly 1,000
people over three days. But what took us completely by surprise was the
overwhelming response that we got from you all. We ended up styling over
1,200 participants by the end of the event! Imagine how good it feels to
have made 1,200 of you feel “special”. That’s our takeaway. Your smile, your
happiness.
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Warm regards,
Team Select CITYWALK

We want to hear from you.
Please write to us at citywalk@selectcitywalk.com
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/CALENDAR
PLAN YOUR DAYS

MARK YOUR DATE
Set reminders and save alarms! Select CITYWALK
has some exciting and fun-filled events lined up for
you in the coming months...

3rd

5th
6th
November

A CAUSE 4 THE PAWS - SEASON 4
Select CITYWALK, along with the Delhi Police
dog squad and People for Animals, gives you
the chance to provide wonderful homes for
faithful pets from among abandoned animals.

November
ACCORDION STATE YOUTH ORCHESTRA FROM GERMANY
Select CITYWALK brings to you the Accordion State Youth
Orchestra of Baden-Wuerttemberg (Germany), a 30-piece
orchestra with members in the age group of 16-26 years,
with Silke D’Inka as the conductor.

17th - 19th
November

14th

DESSERT FEST
It is time for you to show some love for your sweet
tooth as we bring you the Dessert Fest. Pamper your
palate with cookies, cakes, pastries, and other baked
goodies - eat as much as you can, and take some
home, too!

November

KIDS GOT TALENT: CELEBRATING CHILDREN’S DAY
Celebrate Children’s Day at your favourite shopping centre as
we bring you Kids Got Talent, a chance for 6-15 year olds to
demonstrate their talents in dance, music, singing and
athletics. Don’t miss the chance to show their hidden skills!

*Dates are subject to change.
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26th - 27th
November

DELHI MARKET BY KAREN ANAND
Come to Select CITYWALK for food, drink and art
as we bring you the Delhi Market by Karen Anand.
Enjoy the open-air ambience with food markets,
wineries, restaurants, fruits, vegetables, gourmet
and organic foods, cheeses, handmade tableware,
and lots more! Do not miss the chance to take
home a variety of curated products.

December
onwards

CHRISTMAS DÉCOR AND CELEBRATIONS
Feel the festive spirit all through December with special,
bright decorations all across the shopping centre, bringing
you the love of Christmas.

14th - 18th
December

CHRISTMAS MARKET
Santa and his reindeer tribe bring you their
love at the Christmas market at Select
CITYWALK. Enjoy a variery of Christmas
decorations and gifts, yummy cakes and
cookies, candles, special festive packaging,
garden accessories, and Christmas pots.
Stay warm in the chilly weather with a
choice of the best footwear and apparel.

selectcitywalk.com November-December 2016
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/STORES
NEW BRANDS

Launched with a bang

Our newcomers took the shopping centre by storm and we can’t wait to add fresher
faces. Shopping just got better at Select CITYWALK
photographs BHARAT

ARMANI EXCHANGE

COMING SOON

CASA POP

4
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Back with a new look

These stores had some revamp on their minds and they pleasantly surprised
Select CITYWALK shoppers with swanky facelifts
photographs BHARAT

AROMA THAI

COLUMBIA

SWATCH

L’OCCITANE

selectcitywalk.com November-December 2016

ASICS
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Sip ‘n’ Bite

P30
Padded flip-flops and matching tabi socks, Kenzo
psychedelia is a bold announcement of the quirky ‘ME’! On
the cover, Rosario Dawson stuns in an ensemble from the
H&M and Kenzo collaboration, shot by iconic photographer
Jean-Paul Goude. The campaign features seven celebrities:
Iman, Chloe Sevigny, Dawson, Chance The Rapper, Ryuichi
Sakamoto, Suboi and Xiuhtezcatl Martinez.
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The Body Shop continues the Bio-Bridge campaign on Christmas to help
endangered animals meet their match

R

ampant deforestation and loss of natural
habitats isn’t just a worry for humans and
animals. For critically endangered species
it’s worse as it becomes trickier for isolated
animals to find their mates. The Body Shop, the
L’Oréal-owned British cosmetics and skin care brand
specializing in natural and ethically procured products,
has decided to help such critically endangered animals
such as Red-shanked douc monkeys, Sumatran
Tigers, Malayan Tigers, Asian Elephants and Sumatran
Orangutans meet their match in their natural habitats.
This Christmas, it is foregoing the mistletoe and
mince pies for something unique. The Body Shop’s
latest campaign, which coincides with the brand 40th
anniversary and its life-long dedication to campaigning
against animal testing, harps on the idea that whether
man or monkey, everyone should be free to find love.
But that can only happen when they are among their
own. Which is why it is launching two new Bio-Bridges
projects in Indonesia and Malaysia. A Bio-Bridge is a
natural corridor that re-connects damaged habitats
allowing critically endangered animals to find their
match. The Body Shop already has a Bio-Bridge
in Vietnam, which will continue to work towards
protecting endangered animals. For every specially
selected gift purchase this Christmas, the company will
restore 1 square metre of rainforest helping protect
endangered creatures.
Join in The Body Shop campaign to help your furry and
feathered friends.

THE BODY SHOP
/ADVERTORIAL

YULE GIFT A MATE

Bag it
22 Party dresses
23 Party jewellery
28	Hot hues this season

Essentials
02	
Upcoming events at
Select CITYWALK
70	
Happenings at the
shopping centre
76 Store directory

Services
Happy to help: The Styling and
Personal Shopping Services,
Reward Points, Hands-free
shopping and more...
For details, please contact the
concierge at 011-42114200 or
log onto selectcitywalk.com
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Mamagoto, the chain of casual Asian
dining restaurants, which literally means
“to play with food” has introduced a
revamped menu. Infused with authentic
Chinese and Thai dishes, the extensive
menu takes forward the chain’s Asian
Street Hawker-inspired feel. The
travel-inspired menu has been curated
especially for those craving fresh yet
invigorating flavours on their palate.
The highlights of the new menu are
a selection of Pan-Asian delights
with truly hearty flavours. Dishes
such as Bophut village hot chicken
wings, Cheese and Truffle dumplings,
Massaman curry with duck and litchis,
Steamed Fish, and Prawns and Soft
Shell Crab in the signature Mamagoto
sauce are some of the stars. The menu
also offers other Pan-Asian dishes
such as Sesame Prawn Ball, Crystal
Dumpling, Summer Mango Salad, Silky
Tofu Salad, Summer Roll with Basil
Dip, Rendang Curry, Chicken Three
Pepper Bomb, Bali Bamie Noodles, and
Home-styled Shrimp and Tofu. Dessert

includes Sticky Rice with Mango,
Coconut Panko Banana with caramel
sauce and vanilla ice- cream.
“Mamagoto is innovative in its approach
and since the concept of the restaurant
is fun Asian, a lot of our dishes are
spin-offs of original recipes. My cooking
philosophy in terms of the revamped

menu was to add a Mamagoto twist to
standard recipes, providing signature
yet hearty flavours that are original and
scalable. We have strived to create an
effortless, undemanding, sustaining
and comforting experience for our
customers,” said Janti Dugal, food
director at Azure Hospitality, the owners
of the Mamagoto chain.

MAMAGOTO

/ADVERTORIAL

EAT STREET

Mamagoto
unveils an
Asian street
hawker-inspired
revamped menu
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BEAUTY SPOT

ALL THAT

SASS

Give subtlety a break and
nudge your inner artist to go
all out. Fall 2016 is all about
creative eyelining, can’t-missthem lips, sparkly detailing and
head-turning lashes!
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Deep hues are big
this season and
perfect for your
pout.
Bobbi Brown,
`2,250

Waterproof your
eye makeup.
Chambor
`295

BLACK
MAGIC
This ox-blood
red will do all the
talking.
M.A.C, `1,500

Take the black on top and
smudge some black magic.
M.A.C, `1,350

GO DEEP

For those who
dare. M.A.C,
`1,800

A streak of
vampire-esque
fantasies.
M.A.C, `1,800

Deep lips have always been
a fall/winter trend, and they
are definitely here to stay.
And you don’t even have
to be a fashion risk-taker
or a celebrity to pull this
one off. There’s always
a deep shade of red,
plum, or burgundy out
there that’s just made
for your unique skin
tone. So pick up your
blackest black currant
or the deepest cherry
red lipstick to add a
little rock and roll
edge to any look. Skip
the liner and apply
it straight from the
tube. Trust us, this
one’s for real women
— who don’t own
lip brushes and
yet look cool when
they go from the
gym to lunch.

Nothing spells
sensuous like
kohl-rimmed
eyes.
Inglot,`1,150

There are only two things you
need your eyeliner to be this
season: black and greasy. When
it comes to technique, it’s a
free-for-all. Stay safe with a
classic flick, as seen at Nicole
Miller, or a soft smudge; go for
the piercing stare of a Versace
girl by rimming your waterlines
in ink; or take a dramatically
dark turn and don’t stop till
you hit the brow. The musthave eyes-shadows are copper,
navy blue and metallic plum.
Use them all over the eyelid,
smoke them out in the crease
to intensify the look, or mix
them with other colours from
your arsenal.

Try cat-eye sweeps
or a thick band atop
your eyelids for
maximum impact.
Sephora, `1,150
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BEAUTY SPOT

Get some of the
glitter pronto!
Bobbi Brown,
`1,950

A dash of
colour for your
cheeks.
Sephora,
`1,170

GET THE
GLITTER
Glitter is definitely for
grownups, only because
kids could never master
the sophisticated ways in
which it showed up on
the runways. This season,
sparkle was at its most
wearable everywhere
from Tommy Hilfiger to
Burberry. While makeup
mavens have been playing
with it for years, you too
can add a bit of glitter to
your look in case you want
to go from day to night in
seconds. Try using a taupe
colour in the outer corners
of the eyes and dusting
loose glitter right in
the middle to make
your face pop.

Some glittery
hues for the lady
on a mission.
Dior, `4,900

Cheek pop.
Clinique, `2,250

BLUSH HOUR

Shine is in,
and a whole
lot of it.
Bobbi Brown,
`3,350
Bling it on lady!
Estée Lauder,
` 1,950

Glam up your eyes
this season.
Sephora, `970

Everything about peach
screams spring, so much
so that we’ve never even
given the colour the chance
to prove just how pretty
it might be in the fall.
Thankfully, makeup artists
showed us its unexpectedly
sophisticated and romantic
side at Prabal Gurung and
Nina Ricci. Blush rush
overtakes contouring. The
emphasis is on adding a
pop of colour to the apples
of the cheeks. A trend
made for everyday – just
blend a warm peach or
flushed pink to
the cheeks.

This pink blush is all
about romance.
Dior, `3,750
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Brings an instant
flush to your cheeks.
Chambor,
`675

BROWMANCE
Gone are the days of
“eyebrows on fleek.” Fall
2016 is all about welcoming
natural brows with open
arms. They were seen all
over the 2016 runway. From
Fendi to Armani, almost all
makeup looks featured thick,
natural eyebrows that appear
unkempt. To achieve it, use a
spoolie to brush brows in an
upward motion. Rather than
waxing or threading to achieve
a defined look, try plucking
the outer and inner corners
to keep the shape normally
arching.

Grab this brow liner
gel today. Inglot,
`1,000

Strokes of
beauty for
your eyes.
M.A.C, `1,300

For those
done-up
eyebrows.
Dior, `4,900
For a perfect
arch.
Bobbi
Brown,
Price on
request

Thick shapely
eyebrows? Very
very hot! So shape
them in, NYX,
`780

LASH OUT
Super-long and
thick eyelashes
can change a look
even sans make-up.
Try simple black or
sensual flirty lashes or
lashes with coloured
mascara. “Spider
lashes” can take your
game to another level.
Swipe some mascara
on both your upper
and lower eyelashes for
emphasis. Instead of
using an eyelash curler
to create a traditional,
fanned out look, focus on
just a few key sections of
lashes that look like, well,
spider legs. In this case
– clumpy eyelashes are a
great thing!

Eye opening
mascara
line-up is
the new
rage. Estée
Lauder
`2,500

y.
s, lad
lashe 0
e
s
o
r th
1,67
Flutte ephora,`
S
Party-perfect mascara
is a must in every girl’s
beauty arsenal.
Dior, `2,800
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TAILSPIN

The versatility of the ponytail knows no bounds. With some shine,
volume and creative quirk it can help you go from gym-ready to
party-scorcher
14
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HIGH PONY

High pony isn’t just for the
gym. It is for the ultra stylish
fashion icons, a la Katy Perry.
And if you favour a sleek, high
ponytail, you’re probably a bit
high maintenance. ’Coz a good
ponytail looks simple but is
hard to achieve. A lump-free
high ponytail that
stays in place requires
parting the hair in two
sections and making
top and bottom
ponytails which
can then be
secured as one.

Honey & Vanilla
Hair Cleanser.
Forest Essentials,
`875

Aromachologie
Repairing
Conditioner.
L’Occitane, `1,510

Ayurvedic Hair
Conditioning Lotion.
Shahnaz Husain, `1,270

MID PONY

Mid pony - the simplest of
all ponytails - is just like an
LBD. It is classic, looks good
on everyone and never
goes out of style.
Understandably, fans
of this one are highly
focused and can’t live
without their planner.
Just grab all the hair
using a flat brush to
ensure no bumps
or tangles are
present and place
in a scrunchie or
rubberband in the
back of the head.
Liss Control
Serum.
L’Oreal,
`525

Moringa
Beautifying Oil.
The Body Shop,
`1,095
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MESSY PONY

You’re a total perfectionist if Kendall Jenner’s messy
ponytail is #goal for you. That’s because it takes you
longer than you would ever admit to make the messy look
perfect. But guess what? You don’t need freshly washed
hair and a ton of products and tools to accomplish the
“I woke up like this” look. An elastic, a few days without
washing, dry shampoo, a teasing comb and you’re done!

Banana
Shampoo.
The Body Shop,
`795

Mythic Oil
Shampoo.
L’Oreal, `900

Aromachologie
Repairing Shampoo.
L’Occitane, `1,510

HALF-UP PONY
Liss Control.
L’Oreal, `575

The super playful half-up pony
is the lazy girl’s choice when she
doesn’t want to do too much to
her hair. It is flirty and volumised,
what we’d call being artfully
messy. The best part, it does
not require a lot of time.
Separate a section of your
hair from the ears, directly
up to the top of the head
and tie it off with an elastic
band. Loosen the hair
along the top, by gently
pulling it forward.
Aromachologie
Soothing Scalp Oil.
L’Occitane, `2,890
Rainforest Radiance
Conditioner.
The Body Shop, `795
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LOW PONY

Reese Witherspoon’s classic low
ponytail is reserved for cool girls
everywhere. It’s laid-back yet
polished, just like your ripped
skinny jeans and boots. You don’t
care what’s in “style” and go about
your own way. This style is perfect
for your date night. It’s sophisticated
and elegant. Enhance it further by
wrapping a section of hair around
the base of your ponytail.

Air Fix
Hair Spray.
L’Oreal,
`575

Mythic Oil
Masque.
L’Oreal, `950

Hair Cleanser
Madurai Jasmine.
Forest Essentials,
`875

PIG TAIL

Pigtails were probably popular back when you were a kid…
well, they’re back! But this time with a chic adult avatar.
Simply gather your hair into loose pigtails. You can then
loop them into messy twists. The twists can further be worn
like high buns. It seems more women are
trying to pull off these looks,
simply because they
give off an ultimate
Elixir
bohemian vibe.

Ultime.
Kérastase,
`2,300

Shatone Herbal
Scalp Tonic.
Shahnaz Husain
`710

Hair Vitalizer.
Forest Essentials.
`895

selectcitywalk.com November-December 2016
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HE’S GOT THE LOOK
Step up your style quotient with 4 of the hottest trends this Fall

Nothing says stylish
like an olive green
jacket. Zara, `8,990

Going out for a
casual night about
town - how about
this? H&M, `2,999

How to Wear It:
Think of a sweater as
just a sweater, not a
fashion statement. Pair
it with jeans or chinos
and a casual buttondown shirt.
These boots with a double shaft
will keep you bang on trend.
H&M, `4,499
Belt to add some element to
your outfit.
Tommy Hilfiger, `2,999
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Commandoinspired jacket for
all. Aéropostale,
`4,999

‘Cause these
Chinos are
made for
a-walkin’.
Zara, `2,490

OLIVE IT UP

Military is always a subtle allure trend with its
commando-inspired sweater. And this season, the
camouflage print rocks like never before. It’s not
going to be limited to street-wear jackets and cargo
pants. It’s there in your backpacks, jogging pants,
and even in your formal-wear – like in shirts or
vests and sweaters. The trend also includes fluid
tailoring with a sombre outerwear silhouette,
oversize pleated pants, touches of fur and rich
embellishments.
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LUMBERSEXUAL

You don’t have to grow a beard and use a
carabiner to embrace the urban woodsman
look. Many guys living in the concrete
jungle are going woodsman in style. Take
a traditional plaid shirt and twist it to fit
his modern double-breasted definition.
Paired with a slim woollen trouser, woollen
hat and hiking boot meant for the city,
this is the urban reinvention of the young
outdoorsman.

A plaid cap
makes a stylish
statement. GAP,
`1,199

The musthave padded
shirt jacket.
H&M, `5,499

Anything in
black can
suit a man.
Aéropostale,
`1,499

How to Wear It:
Find a piece to focus
on. The red-and-black
plaid always works, or
elevated
hiking boots.

A funky
backpack to
complement
the look.
Zara, `4,990
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Fashionable and
terribly sexy, a
plaid jacket is
eternally stylish.
Zara, `9,990

Lace-up ankle boots, a
hit with the woodsman
look. Zara, `7,990
Pair these
trousers
with a cool
sweatshirt.
H&M, `1,799
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Going out for a casual
night about town- how
about this?
Calvin Klein Jeans,
`14,999
A striped
sweatshirt looks
great with suede
jackets.
Tommy Hilfiger,
`3,999

Nothing screams
suave louder than
a pair of sleek
trousers. Zara,
`2,490

Belt out some
stylish tunes.
Tommy Hilfiger,
`2,999

How to Wear It:
Suede is a
material for cooler
temperatures.
Stick to layering
with suede only in
the fall.
Put these on for a
fashionable Sunday
brunch.
Tommy Hilfiger,
`9,999

Tip your cap and wish the
ladies top o’ the morning!
Zara, `990
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Always have a brown
jacket in your armoire.
Zara, `3,990

Sport this cool sunshade
when out.
Zara, `1,990

Suede in black - what’s
not to love? Zara, `9,990

GET SUEDE

Leather shows its soft side. The oxymoron of luxury
fashion, suede is going to be making a strong statement
this autumn in jackets, overshirts, shoes and bags. And
it’s not just run-of-the-mill fits and shades of brown,
stone and tan that it comes in now,– 2016’s suede is a
veritable rainbow of touchably soft luxury that can be
integrated in amazing ways to your wardrobe.
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BROWN IN TOWN

New Yorkers love to dress all black. Italians prefer all
blue. The all-grey look recently had quite the moment.
The latest mono neutral trend is copper. Replenish
your wardrobe with all or as many shades of brown
as you can in as many styles and fits and you’re done.
Light to dark, in refined fabrics to rough, brown is
back and ready to be embraced head to toe.

A multi-strand bracelet
will do no harm.
H&M, `699

Brown briefcase for the
man on a mission.
Zara, `4,990

Bold, quaint and
quintessential, brown takes a
huge bow. Aéropostale,
`4,999

V-neck merino wool
jumper exudes a
care-a-damn attitude
with just the right
amount of élan.
H&M,`2,999
Trenchcoat to create an
irresistible look.
Tommy Hilfiger, `16,999

How to Wear It:
The key is to match the
hues. Think of a paint
card. There will be four
variations of a colour,
all complementary.
That’s the goal.

Brown belt to add to the cool in
you. Da Milano, `2,999

Cozy love is this
pair of leather
gloves. H&M,
`2,299

Team these
corduroy trousers
with everything
brown. Zara,
`2,490
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You can’t go wrong with
these black shoes. H&M,
`2,999
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PARTY DRESSES

DRESS CIRCLE
Looking for some sartorial comfort
while making a style statement this party
season? How about trying a dress? Just
zip it up to collect the compliments

Wear this sequined
dress with a pair
of sky-high heels
and a stylish .
minaudière
H&M, `4,499

This ombré
sequinned dress is
a must-have in your
party armoire.
Zara, `4,990

Flaunt that figure,
in this one-shoulder
dress. H&M,
`5,499

Team these
dreamy
ensembles and
rock the party.
Massimo Dutti,
`4,490 (each)

We heart this bold
sequinned number.
Zara,
`2,790
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JEWELLERY
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ur attire
t just about yo
Layering is nonail this trend, double s
anymore. To e up on those bracelet
pl
up,no, quadruix and match style.
and m
`1,345
Accessorize,
It’s all about making a
statement. A chunky
bracelet like this one
can pack in a great
punch for your look.
Forever New, `295

A thick
chunky ring
with a couple
of thin bands
or an ornate
style with
something
rather dainty.
Forever New,
`395

Rock the party in this
conversation-starter.
Swarovski, `8,490

UP IN
ARMS

Can you say no to this
party-stopping criss
cross bangle?
Accessorize, `795

For those
who think
less is more.
Accessorize,
`795

When you’re getting
dressed to kill, you better
be well-armed. Here’s
some shine and sparkle
for your hands

A statement wrist
candy like this
with one sparkly
stone in the
centre is a great
way to dress up a
party outfit.
Swarovski,
`6,990

Dramatic, interesting and eye-catching rolled
into one is what an accessory should be about
this party season. H&M, `599

A Sunday
dinner-date
is in order
and so is this
bracelet.
Swarovski,
`6,490
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Play with different
metals, stones,
shapes and have fun!
H&M, `699
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STANDOUT

Who says there’s just one way to look pretty. Fall fashion is all about
combining radically different trends to create something novel. Follow
the experts to find your unique style for that red carpet ready look
Throw this on a
gorgeous highneck and get
set to
rock-n-roll.
Zara, `2,790

Velvet choker,
anyone?
Zara, `1,190

Team this sexy band
with a velvet dress
and a bright smile.
H&M, `499

Grab this party-stopping
accessory to complete your
look. H&M, `1,499

You simply must rock
the crop this season.
Zara `1,490

PLEAT PARADE
“By day, her style is effortless and
sophisticated in languid menswear. At
night she transforms herself with the
bold spirit of a cool rocker imbued
with a modern romanticism.” This
is how Ralph Lauren describes the
muse of his Fall 2016 collection. For
the woman who dares to be herself,
this dazzling pleated evening gown
is a must to get red-carpet ready. The
delicate choker lifts the minimalistic
appeal of the flowing shiny
monochrome red. And the riding boots
are just the thing needed to make it all
oh-so-edgy. Go rock the party.

Going for a casual night about-town.
How about this? Zara, `4,990
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This clutch is all you need to complete
the look. Massimo Dutti, `11,990
Stride in
confidence.
Steve Madden,
`9,999

This elegant cuff makes for
great wrist-candy.
Forever New, `695
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Fall trenches be like!
Zara, `9,990

SINUATE STYLE
Gaucho swept in classic tailoring.
Swedish folklores- inspired, H&M’s
Studio Fall 2016 collection is all
about redifning female power and
strength. A versatile white blouse
is styled with masculine statement
accessories such as python cropped
trousers and a classically tailored
trench coat. Python print shoes add
a dash of the exotic to modern look,
which is more than completed with
a statement ring. AS they say, it’s all
about finding your own free spirit.
Here it comes in a combination of
the folksy and the modern.

Make your winter all
about vivacious dressing
with these shiny pull-on
trousers. H&M, `2,299

Printed crepe trousers
are eternally stylish.
Zara, `2,490

The stylish yet
officious trench.
Massimo Dutti, `17,990
A statement ring
can add so much
oomph to an outfit.
Accessorize, `1,145
The versatile white
blouse.
Forever New, `3,800
How can you go wrong with
golden blocks when they
look like that!
Zara, `4,990
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We heart this extremely
stylish jacket.
Zara, `5,990

A flowery cross-body
to instantly liven-up
any look.
Steve Madden,
`8,999

This drape skirt screams for
boots and a crop top. What
say? Zara, `2,490

COMBO OFFER
Thakoon Panichgul joins the swelling
tide of brands that puts collections into
the hands of shoppers the second they
show on the runway. This means that while
Spring/Summer 2017 is still a long way,
Thakoon’s instantly shoppable line can be
worn under the banner of Fall/Winter 2016.
And the designer’s sartorial solution to frigid
temperatures is as inviting as it gets _ like
here’s a combination of an asymmetrical
skirt, a buffalo plaid jacket and fish mouth
flat shoes teamed with dark socks. It’s
the arrangement of textures _ cotton
and wool, and colours _ grey, white
and black _ that make this line
worth the buy.

Dip your tootsies
into these bootsies
if you’re going to be
swept off your feet.
Aldo, `13,990

A knotty twist on
the black skirt.
Zara, `3,990

Blazer love at
its prime. H&M,
`4,499
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This beauty can be paired
with skirts of all lengths,
trousers, capris, shorts.
Zara, `3,990
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Cannot say no to
this blue puffer.
H&M, `7,999

Shine on in this
puffed red jacket.
H&M, `4,499

Take this chic clucth for
a classy dinner for two.
Accessorize, `4,345

The envelope
clutch is an elegant
staple every
fashion zealot
worth her salt
needs.
Dune, `6,499

This pant
works just as
well for casualchic moments
as it does for
sporty cool
occasions.
H&M, `1,999

POWER-PUFFER
Spanish Basque designer Cristobal
Balenciaga was about the tailoring.
In his debut Fall 2016 collection for
Balenciaga, Demna Gvasalia too has fused
his streetwise aesthetic with that of the
house’s founder. It’s a succinct set of
wardrobe desires that get answered as he
mixes shapes from Balenciaga’s archive
with contemporary fashion. What you
get is soberly chic high-neck checked
sheaths matched with taut ski pants
and jewelled stilettos, and covered with
bright oversize puffer jackets. It’s about
boosting the ordinary till it becomes
extraordinary.

Chic and stylish, this top is a
must-own and a must-show.
Forever New, `2,800
This pair of multi-coloured
heels are irresistable.
Dune, `10,999

These printed
taut pants can
lend a rocker
vibe to any look.
Massimo Dutti,
`5,490
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Worn alone or stacked up in
a bunch, try this trend for a
fashionable twist.
Accessorize
`1,545

This red hot makeup
bag is bound to grab
eyeballs!
Accessorize,
`1,545

Solid shift
dress for
those ideal
for wintery
evenings.
Zara,
`2,790

CODE RED

Grab this pair
of red studs
and step
out in style.
Accessorize,
`1,545

When aurora red takes
over in a head-to-toe avatar,
galaxies and the red carpet
truly become one

This red
shade
shines
bright like a
diamond on
your lips.
M.A.C,
`1,800

Wear this short little number
on your weekend night out.
Zara, `2,490

Arm candy like
this - what
more does a
girl need?
Da Milano,
`13,999
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Stylish
wedges
with ankle
straps for the
comfortseeker.
Steve
Madden,
`6,999

Stand tall in
these heels.
Aldo, `8,499
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HUES

For the easy-going
girl next door.
Accessorize,
`545

/BAG IT

Let these
accentuate
your bare
shoulders.
H&M, `699

For just the
right amount of
accessorising.
Zara, `2,290

Take this one to
town.
Accessorize,
`1,545
Slip into this
stylish number and
boogie.
Zara, `3,990

Embroidered and green,
what’s not to like?
Zara, `2,990

GREEN
SWEEP

Whether it’s a dash of it or a spillover,
shades of the meadow in your style kit
are likely to make the world go green
with envy

For the extremely
stylish this is the
ideal pair of boots
in green.
Zara
`2,890
This bag means
business.
Zara
`2,290
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A bold sequinned
number is ideal for
those on the go.
H&M,
`7,999
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Colour
Me

BOLD
Contrasting hues, textures and graphic prints come
together to create a heady mix of fashion for Kenzo
and H&M’s latest line that hits the store at Select
CITYWALK on November 3rd

selectcitywalk.com November-December 2016
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Kenzo’s signature
contrasting textures
and animal prints are all
you need to get sporty
with finesse
Pile bomber jacket: `9,999
Wool leggings: `2,999
Tiger-striped ankle boots: `14,999
Patterned wool-blend hat: `1,799
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Chelsea boots and
a neck strap holder.
Mixing fun with
functionality, Kenzo
makes offbeat cool
Patterned cotton shirt: ` 4,499
Reversible bomber jacket: `13,499
Skinny Jeans: `5,999
Leather Chelsea boots: ` 13,499
Patterned scarf: `3,999
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Playful is the key. Even
if it means flaunting
tiger stripes overall in a
single shade.
Tiger-striped jumpsuit: `7,999
Leather Chelsea boots: `13,499
Cotton cap: `2,999
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Quirks from Kenzo reach
somewhere new in this
fabric strips short dress,
tiger-striped ankle boots
and cap with a bow!
Patterned dress: ` 14,999
Cap with a bow: `2,999
Tiger-striped ankle boots: `14,999
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Get the

LOOK (Men)

Sweatshirt
with
appliqués.
`3,999

Knitted
wool-blend
jumper
`5,999

Embroidered
cotton cap.
`2,999

Patterned
backpack.
` 12,999

3-pack
patterned
socks.
`1,999
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Leopardprint jeans
`7,999
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Get the

LOOK (Women)
Pleated
chiffon
skirt.
`12,999

Reversible
silk kimono.
` 14,999

Quilted silk
dress.
` 14,999

Reversible
silk kimono.
`18,999

Patterned
scuba
pouch
`3,999

Pile bomber
jacket.
`9,999
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Jackets, coats, blazers... Armani Exchange’s winter fashion
could be just what you need to be you... at ease

38
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In sporty spirit,
the Armani man
takes jogging pants
with tailoring to
somewhere very new!
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Suede coats, cool jackets
and so much more.
Temperature’s set to
soar this winter.
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Carefree is the
word. Jackets and
blazers that spell out
attitude without fuss
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The Armani woman has
a mind of her own. And
she speaks it loud and
clear in her standout
fashion choices.
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Even no-brainer casuals
appear well-thought out
on an Armani man
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To celebrate its ninth anniversary, Select CITYWALK decided to dress-up its
shoppers in the season’s best. Be it the introvert, the fashionista, youngsters,
seniors, night owls or classy brunchers, everybody thronged the fashion
extravaganza and felt like a celebrity
46
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Happy shoppers are a common sight
at Select CITYWALK. But at the
shopping centre’s 9th anniversary
party, no one could hide their glee.
During the three-day event, the
central atrium buzzed as people of
all ages registered at the makeover
desk. The drill was simple: register, get
styled, get your hair and makeup done
and strike a pose! Didn’t we say we
love to dress you up.
Checkout your cool diva and dude
avatars at www.selectcitywalk.com.
Download, share and flaunt!
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ON THE SHOE SIDE

The festival season is here and nothing should stop you from slipping on your
best pair of party-starting shoes. Whether you choose to keep it casual in jeans,
or don a holiday dress, there are choices that range from bright heels to pearly
flats and stylish boots to jazz up your look. Baby, you’ve got party feet
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A sky-walker in
silver- what’s more
stylish than that!
Dune, `8,999

Colour block
your feet in these
gorgeous red
straps.
Steve Madden,
`8,499

SOARING HEIGHTS

Stand tall in these
sparkling stunners.
Massimo Dutti,
Price on request

The best way to elevate an ensemble has always been quite literal: Add
a heel. A stashed pair of stilettos underneath an office desk can be the
key to taking your attire from cubicle ready to revved up for date night,
in which a mere matter of additional inches can create the illusion of
miles of endless legs. If you’re a fan of platforms build up the inches on
the heels, add in a 5-6-inch sole region, combine the style with a few
other trends (tiger prints and sequins) and you have something very
David Bowie and Marc Jacobs. The heel is and will always remain your
secret weapon to adding a dash of sex appeal to any look.

Dripping in
sensuality, these
block heels in
brown are a
dream.
Forever New,
`4,400
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Golden and stylish,
this pair of heels
is a must-own and
must-be-shown.
Aldo,
`10,990
The perfect
partner to a
black maxi.
Dune,
`8,999
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Black suede boots
that complement
your winter attire.
Aldo, `13,990

Leather high heel boots for
that rock-chic look.
Zara, `11,990

These over-the-knee flat
leather boots will add oomph
to your wardrobe.
Zara, `8,990

Earn brownie
points with these
brown boots.
Massimo Dutti,
Price on request

BOOT CAMP
Don’t hang up your short boots just yet. A must-have for shoe zealots, boots
have emerged as the favoured footwear this party season. Mid-calf boots is the
most prominent trend on the runways after the over-the-ankle boots, while
the knee-high and thigh-high also reign supreme. Coach is among the many
designer houses that seem to side with this top trend. The stylish repertoire
also includes moto, ankle strap, wedge booties and shin-guard boots in colours
like fawn, beige, tan and black and prints. Textures like snakeskin, soft leather,
slouchy suede, embellished with crystals, metallic studs and even polka dots
are amping up the chic quotient on this trend. Take your pick because these
boots are not going anywhere anytime soon.

Wear this
studded
bootie
with a pair
of snugly
fitted
denims.
Aldo,
`12,990

Boots , heels, golden! Need
we say more?
Steve Madden, `11,999

We love this leather
ankle boot with golden
block heels.
Zara, `3,990

Take these boots
to town, lady!
Aldo, `12,990
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As comfy as it gets;
slip-on flats.
Steve Madden,
`5,999
These silver ballet
flats are a dream.
Zara, `3,990

FABULOUS FLATS
You have a party to go to almost every day and your feet are simply
giving up with your 6 inches of killer heels. Switch to fabulous party
flats because comfort is as important as good looks. Designers world
over have given the nod to flats as a noteworthy alternative for party
footwear. We’re still holding a candle to disco-ready platforms, but
this season the sparkly, glittery, embellished flat shoe has more than
enough pizazz to pack a party-worthy punch. Look for luxurious
velvets and neat little ankle straps and get ready to dance the
night away. Try colourful bling-y loafers to boogie the night away
comfortably. Metallic brogues, ankle strap flat pumps or ballerinas too
are sure winners. Who needs heels to look fabulous anymore?

Elegantly
strapped.
Steve Madden,
`7,999

These studded flats are a
must-own.
Dune, `7,999

Strap these on to get
noticed.
Steve Madden,
`4,999
Who can say no to golden ballet
flats when they look like that?
Steve Madden, `7,999
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AN ADVENTURE

NEW YEAR
It is that time of the year again when you rummage through your
travel plans to make the daybreak of your new year inspiring. We
have an interesting answer to this yearly conundrum. This New
Year get out of your comfort zone and set new boundaries for your
travel itineraries. We tell you how
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IN THE LAND OF THE RISING SUN
In Japan, New Years’ Eve is an
extremely important festival, and a
treat for travellers to experience first
hand. Entrances to all homes, stores
and buildings are decorated with a
pine and bamboo kadomatsu as a
welcome for Shinto gods. At midnight,
locals head out to visit Buddhist
temples across the country, where a
bell is rung 108 times to rid them of
their worldly desires. A lot of people
are dressed up with their Kimono
and buy a good luck talisman called
Omamori. It is kept as a protection
from illness, accidents and disasters.
The festival atmosphere at the
temples is intoxicating, with vendors
selling soba buckwheat noodles (a
must-eat on Dec 31), music, lanterns
and colourful kimonos everywhere.
Not to be missed!

Red travel trolley.
Da Milano,
`28,999

Mini leather
backpack.
Zara,
`4,990

White trolley.
Da Milano,
`12,999

TRY TOSHIKOSHI
Literally meaning "yearcrossing" soba, "toshikoshi"
soba is eaten as the last
meal of the year in Japan.
Also, it is believed that you
would be inviting bad luck
if you don't finish all your
noodles by the time the new
year arrives!

ATTRACTIONS
MAIDEN SUNRISE
Experience the first sunrise
of the year in "the land of
the rising sun". Head to the
mountains or the beach
and watch the sun reveal its
stunning facade.
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BACKPACK ESSENTIALS
Carry a backpack, a
flashlight with extra
batteries, a water bottle,
comfortable shoes,
insect repellent, personal
medication and toiletries.
Temperatures drop below
zero in December, so
remember to stay warm.

ATTRACTIONS

AT THE BASE OF EVEREST
Trek to the world’s highest party. There is
nothing like winter in the Everest region.
The landscape becomes a glistening snowy
wonderland, with frozen waterfalls, clear
days and lesser trekkers on the trails.
Celebrate Christmas in the Sherpa capital of
Namche Bazaar, trek to the storied Buddhist
Thyangboche Monastery in Dingboche, then
take a slow ascent through yak pastures to
Khumbu Glacier and finally ring in the New
Year in GorakShep, the closest village to
Mount Everest. This is where you can really
fulfill that resolution to see the world!

Sturdy trolley in
black & white.
Da Milano,
`26,999

CULTURE CURRY
The breathtaking scenery
aisde, travellers can
also experience the rich
culture of the region by
visiting monasteries and
museums along the way.
The heady mix of natural
beauty, fascinating culture
and a personal sense of
achievement makes this a
memorable trek.

Trolley bag
in tan.
Hidesign,
`16,895

Safari travel duffel.
Hidesign,
` 12,395
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TREK WITH A VIEW
Possibly the most scenic
route to the summit,
Machame boasts several
paths to its highest point.
En route to Uhuru, emerge
onto high-alpine deserts
with amazing views of ice
fields and the peak of
Mt Kilimanjaro!

AT THE ROOF OF AFRICA
Start the new year with a fresh perspective – from the highest point on the African
continent! Mt Kilimanjaro’s Uhuru Peak (5,895m) is one of the seven summits, and a
bucket-list item for most fit trekkers. Your challenge begins in dense tropical rainforests
and passes through some of the mountain's best features – the Shira Plateau, Barranco
Wall, and Karanga Valley on the way to the summit. The Shira route has a high success
rate for reaching the summit, which makes it one of the best choices for those with their
heart set on welcoming the new year gazing down on the clouds from atop the world’s
highest free-standing mountain.

ATTRACTIONS
SCENICALLY YOURS
The trek between moorland
and the Shira Plateau
offers great scenery beneath
the glaciated precipices
of the Southern ice fields
before summiting from the
Barafu Camp.
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Rickshaw witton bag.
Nappa Dori,
`13,500

Green vanity case.
Nappa Dori
`10,800

Backpack in khakee.
H&M
`1,999
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IN HERITAGE WILDERNESS
Here’s one for those truly committed to that fitness resolution! In the pristine
World Heritage Area called the Southern Wilderness, the South Coast Track is one
of the world's last expanses of untouched temperate wilderness. It is extremely
challenging, but incredibly rewarding for those who are ready for it. The South
Coast Track is a true wilderness experience, traversing 85km of Tasmania’s most
remote beaches, rainforests and alpine landscapes where leeches, powdered meals
and wading through creeks can bring a new meaning to having a wild night.
Leather striped duffle.
Tommy Hilfiger,
`19,999
Contrasting faux fur
backpack.
Zara,
`2,990

TRAIN AND PREPARE
It is advisable to do as much
training as you can before
your trek adventure. The
more you train for the walk,
the better you will handle the
terrain and the more you will
enjoy this wonderful part of
the world. It’s also important
to come with the right gear
to handle unpredictable
Tasmanian weather.

ATTRACTIONS

Printed backpack.
Zara, `1,890

PACK SMART
You will need to carry all your
equipment in a full trekking
backpack that is 70-90 litres
in capacity. This includes
a sleeping bag, inflatable
sleeping mat, food and all
personal items. Keep a torch,
mosquito repellent cream
and water bottle handy.
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TREK THROUGH HISTORY
Spend a day exploring Peru’s
historic capital, trekking to
the Sacsayhuaman ruins,
or wandering around the
remains of the palace of
the Incas, Qurikancha, and
the Temple of the Virgins of
the Sun.
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Trolley bag.
Hidesign,
`15,995

ATTRACTIONS

INCA MAGNIFICENCE
The Inca Trail is touted to
be among the five best
treks in the world. Over
just 26 miles it manages to
combine stunning mountain
scenery, lush cloud cover,
subtropical jungle and a
mystical array of Inca paving
stones. The final destination
of the trail is the mysterious
Machu Picchu, the "Lost
City of the Incas".

WITH THE INCAS
The original capital of the Inca empire, UNESCO world
heritage-listed Cusco in Peru abounds with archaeological
sites and colonial architecture. On New Years’ Eve, Cusco’s
Plaza de Armas fills with revellers who gather for fireworks,
a free concert, bikini dancers and to participate in Inca
and Spanish traditions. The colour of the day is yellow,
a traditional Inca symbol of good luck. Wearing yellow
underwear is a popular choice amongst locals! After midnight,
the revelers take a lap of the block with suitcases, which is
thought to bring travel opportunities for the New Year. A great
tradition for lovers of travel.

Navy blue
doctor bag.
Nappa Dori,
`8,800
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TO THE END OF THE WORLD
A great option for those who are truly planning ahead. Welcome the new year aboard
a vessel bound for the frozen wilderness. Antarctica is a place where few can say
they have been, and new year’s eve can be the perfect time for wildlife watching and
photography. The summer is in full swing and with 22 hours of daylight, there’ll be
plenty of opportunities! The penguin highways are busy with traffic between rookeries
and beach as parents hurry to fatten up chicks. Glaciers shed ice with an echoing
roar and waterways are alive with feeding and breaching whales. Zodiacs whisk you
on whalewatching cruises and amongst glorious icebergs. The near-midnight sun is
powering an explosion of life.

Travel duffel.
Hidesign, `10695

Trolley in black
& taupe.
Da Milano,
`26,999

WHALE OF A TIME
One of the highlights of
an Antarctic holiday is the
prospect of whale watching
on a grand scale. There are
eight species of whale found
in Antarctic waters: Blue, Fin,
Humpback, Minke, Orca, Sei,
Southern Right and Sperm.

ATTRACTIONS
CRUISE CONTROL
Take a cruise from Antarctica
to Cape Horn and encounter
the historically challenging
Drake Passage. Seasoned
Antarctic cruisers warn that
the Drake Passage has only
two temperaments: “the
Drake Shake” or “the Drake
Lake.” More often than not
it’s the former, and ship
windows quickly resemble
washing machines with the
constant froth of high waves.
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BLOG

SPREAD

Delhi’s very own food bloggers tell us why Select CITYWALK is their ultimate grub stop

FAT LULU’S
The Meat Packer Pizza at Fat Lulu’s definitely packs a
punch. The thin crust pizza gives it a crispy touch while
the toppings create a celebration of flavours. The pizzas are
cooked in an open wood fire oven, which brings out the
rustic flavours that transport you to the bylanes of Italy.
The Meat Packer has a topping of steaky bacon, ground
lamb and caramelised onion. The flavours of meat work
brilliantly with the sweetness bought in by the onions. If you
like your pizza rich, then this one is your pick. It is loaded
with generous amounts of cream cheese and cheddar that
give it a rich texture. For that extra punch, it is topped with
mustard and olive oil. The Meat Packer Pizza definitely wins
my vote of taste as it has all the ingredients that make a
perfect pizza - flavours, richness and authenticity. The pizza
is not too heavy and is delicious with every bite. You actually
might end up ordering another round as you won’t stop at
one. Fat Lulu’s takes you on a trip of taste and flavour that
brings a smile on your face and leaves your
tummy full. Do give this a try!

A social media strategist by profession
and a foodie by passion. Nayan Sakhuja
has been blogging at Eat.Treat.Repeat
for nearly two years now, and every day is
foodventurous for her. Food has always caught
her fancy and she feels that it should be the centre
of attention on every occasion. Passionate about
travelling and food, she tries to explore joys of
both worlds. She believes that one cup of good tea
can turn your day around and a brilliant meal can
make you smile!
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YUM YUM CHA

Dr Sudipto De is a foodie
and a blogger! With a hectic
schedule at the hospital, this
Bengali admits that it’s his love
for eating and travelling that
keeps him “sane”. His penchant
for trying out different cuisines
and adventure takes root in
his profession, where taking
risk is second nature. A
surgeon with a WSET level 1
in wines, his persistence has
seen him featured multiple
times in leading magazines,
web portals and television.
He has worked with multiple
tourism boards and leading
hospitality brands across the
globe. Hear him speak his
heart out at saltandsandals.
com. And follow his work on
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest
and YouTube.
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Bengalis are lovers of sweets and that is a known fact. But
what people don’t know is the difference in the palates
of a West Bengali and an East Bengali. The former tends
to prefer subtler flavours sans the sugar syrup. This is
how an eccentric Japanese-American dessert at Yum Yum
Cha drew my attention. Serving out some finger-licking
Japanese food, albeit the American way, Yum Yum Cha has
quickly established a place on the palates of Delhiites. The
brainchild of businesswoman Frances Hasimoto, Mochi
essentially is a rice cake made of pounded sticky rice. Mochi
ice cream consists of this delicate piece of rice that sticks to
the flavourful ice cream, a perfect marriage of East and West.
The most essential part of this ice cream is the complexity
it requires to match the viscosity of the two ingredients to
create the perfect dessert. The flavour of Mochi ice cream
that impresses us the most is Matcha green tea. This green
tea is specially grown and processed in Japan, giving it a
subtle bitter flavour. The dessert combines these two flavours
of sweet and bitter in a complexity of textures that leaves you
spellbound. The sweetness will surprise you right at the start
while the bitter comes in as an aftertaste. Do try this dessert
this festive season.
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Founder and selfchristened foodie-in-chief at
delhifoodwalks.com, a blog
on Delhi and its lifestyle,
Anubhav Sapra is a lover
of all things epicurean. A
street-food and Indian
regional cuisine connoisseur,
he is most popular for his
delicious food tours of Old
Delhi. Driven primarily by
curiousity, as he confesses,
his journey with food has
taken him into forgotten
bylanes of the capital, where
he has discovered hidden
culinary gems.

MAMAGOTO
Giving a spin to traditional tacos, Mamagoto presents a
festival where soft shell tacos come with fillings such as
pork belly with plum sauce, green apple slivers and micro
greens – a riot of flavours exploding on one’s palate with
an extra dash of heat, with an Asian twist. Bite into one
of them, and discover the cleverness of the combinations
for each Ta-Koh – they combine just the right amount
of heat with the right kind of freshness, the right sort of
sweetness with the right hint of acidity. And to top it all,
there are surprisingly good options for vegetarians and
non-vegetarians alike. The Goat’s Cheese with Mango
Ta-Koh is the stuff of genius – rich and fresh, salty and
sweet all at once. For the carnivores, we recommend the
Porky – deliciously crispy pork belly with a yummy sweet
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plum sauce glaze, sliced green apple and greens to balance
out the whole deal. The Craby is a close second – luscious
soft shell crab with chilli mayo, spring onions and Japanese
barbeque sauce. What seals the deal for all the Ta-Kohs,
though, is the soft taco shell that the flavours are encased
within. Soft, melt-in-the-mouth and absolutely delicious,
Mamagoto has really got the shells right in this one, and
that’s more than half the culinary triumph achieved before
the flavours inside go the whole way! You can also try
other sumptuous items like bophut village hot chicken
wings, cheese and truffle oil dumplings, Mama’s laab kai,
massaman curry with duck and litchi, panko and coconutcrusted bananas with caramel sauce and vanilla ice cream,
and prawns in Mama’s sauce.
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BIG FAT SANDWICH
I always prefer grabbing sandwiches on casual outings. They are as
friendly to my appetite as any other sumptuous meal crafted with
rich organic ingredients. On my recent visit to Select CITYWALK,
I chanced upon an outlet of Big Fat Sandwich at the food court.
Their display was impressive with a variety of breads and burgers
welcoming you. “The Green Lantern is the best,” informed Anant
Kataria, co-owner of the brand. I settled for this vegan filler made
from a mix of cottage cheese, roasted bell peppers and pesto mayo.
But I got their multigrain bread replaced with sourdough bread, a
type of bread slowly catching up in India. As Anant told me about
their farm where they grow each ingredient used in their dishes, I
had already fallen in love with natural aromas emanating from their
outlet. The Green Lantern is a healthy option for several reasons.
The sourdough bread is made up of wheat and is 95 per cent gluten
free. The sandwich may look like a dressing of 3-4 ingredients but
the preparation requires diligence. They make pesto with basil, olive
oil, pine nuts and garlic. Cheese is marinated with sauce before it
is grilled in an open griller. Capsicum, red bell peppers and yellow
peppers are smoked before grilling. And then, pesto paste and
mayonnaise work together to add smoothness. It’s a simple sandwich
with several flavours. Go for it!
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Karan Bhardwaj is the
founder of bornofweb.
com, a blog that covers
Delhi’s lifestyle. A
journalist, he worked with
several national dailies
before giving in to the call
of his heart: to travel, eat
and write! He blogs about
celebrity lifestyles, fashion
trends, entertainment
scoops and travel.
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Bollywood’s street
style ambassador,
Anushka Sharma
does happy so
effortlessly, you’ll
wonder how she
balances her
hectic professional
schedule with
her glamorous
personal life. The
star shares her
daily diary.
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he’s got buttery-smooth skin;
she’s Bollywood’s street style
ambassador; her hair never has a
dull day; and when she’s around,
you’re probably not going to have a dull
day either.
Your skincare regime.
I try to do simple but effective things to
keep my skin looking healthy and flawless.
I drink a lot of water. Also I believe in
eating right. You are what you eat! Using
the right products is also important. A
sunscreen lotion, a moisturiser and a
cleanser are my go-to products in skincare.
Also, I never forget to remove all my makeup before sleeping.
Your off-day retinue.
I relax. I have such stressful and hectic
schedules that on a day off, I just like to
laze around at home and spend time with
my family and friends.
Your fitness routine.
Exercise is important not just to be
healthy and fit but for your skin and hair to
reflect that. I am very particular about my
workouts and try not to miss it even when
I’m shooting. I am more into weight and
strength training.

It’s common
knowledge that
Anushka loves
high street
fashion; with
Zara being one
of her favourites.
Here we see her
(left) sporting a
black jumpsuit
from Zara.
And, the diva is
absolutely in love
with M.A.C’s
Ruby Woo.

Midnight cheat snack.
Waffles
Health drink are you currently
obsessed with.
Elder flower
Current favourite fragrance.
Narciso Rodriguez.
Your style in three words
Smart, casual, effortless.
Your favourite food.
Everything. I especially love my mom’s
cooking.
Dress up or dress down?
It’s important to be comfortable in
whatever you’re wearing. I love the
minimalistic look. Cropped tops, tees,
denims, a nice summer dress are the
things I’m most comfortable in.
I absolutely love dresses with pockets.
High street or high glam?
High street
Red carpet fashion favourite?
A classy gown
Smoky eyes or red lips?
Both
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In theatres soon
From nostalgia to thrillers, Bollywood and Hollywood dole out an
eclectic mix of movies this season. Here are the hottest offerings

Catch a
flick at PVR
Premiere or
PVR Gold
Class, Select
CITYWALK

ber
Novem

Rock On!! 2

Friend Request
(November 18, 2016)

(November 18, 2016)

Eight years on, Farhan Akhtar,
Arjun Rampal and Purab Kohli bring
back the Magik with Rock On!! 2.
Produced by Akhtar, the movie has
Prachi Desai reprising her role,
with Shraddha Kapoor joining
the cast. The music, composed by
Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy and a highlight
of the movie, was launched at
a live concert.

A take on the dangers of social media,
Friend Request is the tale of Laura,
who is very active on Facebook;
however, after she accepts a friend
request from a girl who is a social
outcast, her friends are killed off,
mysteriously and cruelly, and she
has limited time to solve the
mystery. The movie is directed
by Simon Verhoeven.

A sequel to the Tum Bin, the 2001
romantic drama, Tum Bin II is
directed by Anubhav Sinha and
produced by Bhushan Kumar under
the T-Series banner. Starring Neha
Sharma, Aditya Seal and Aashim
Gulati, the movie has largely been
shot in Glasgow and Edinburgh,
with the song Koi fariyaad retained
from the first movie.

(November 11, 2016)

Tum Bin II

ber
Decem

Befikre

Dangal

Aditya Chopra makes
a directorial comeback
after seven years
with Befikre, which
has garnered a lot
of attention since its
poster was released.
As common with films
from the house of the
Chopras, love will be a core element in the film too
– as indicated by the tagline Those who dare to love.
Announced on Yash Chopra’s 83rd birthday,
the movie has Ranveer Singh and Vaani Kapoor
playing the lead roles.

Much acclaimed as a
perfectionist, Aamir
Khan transforms his
physique for Dangal.
Khan essays the role of
Mahaveer Phogat, who
trained his daughters in
wrestling and both went
on to become the first
female medal winners in wrestling at the 2010
Commonwealth Games. Kripa Shankar
Bishnoi, an Indore-based Indian women’s
wrestling team coach, trained Aamir Khan and
the film crew for the wrestling sequences.

(December 9, 2016)
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Casa Pop
With a pret
diffusion line that is
cosmopolitan and
kitschy, the Casa Pop
store launch event
was a smash hit. The
brand targets the
young urban diva
with a colour palette
offering a mix of
pastels and neutrals
with punches of
electric.

Apple iPhone 7
Fans of Apple’s iPhone had much cause
to rejoice, with the launch of the brandnew iPhone 7 and 7 Plus at the Imagine
store at Select CITYWALK, just a month
after the global launch of the newest
iPhone. With a familiar, classy design and
several improvements to the hardware,
these new devices are all set to be
blockbuster successes.
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Shop & Win
Select CITYWALK celebrated its birthday with
a whole lot of gifts for shoppers! The Shop &
Win event across several brands at the shopping
centre brought assured vouchers and goodies for
all, and exclusive gifts for the top 100 shoppers.

Ganpati
sand art
The effusive
happiness of the
lovable God is not
something you can
escape! On the
occasion of Ganesh
Chaturthi, Select
CITYWALK put
up a gigantic sand
sculpture of the
elephant-headed
God at the
atrium from
September 2-15.
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Diwali Bazaar
During the festival of lights,
Select CITYWALK created
more excitement with
the annual Diwali bazaar,
bringing fun and fervour
as always. From designer
candles, pooja thalis and
chocolates to ethnic apparel,
festive jewellery, mehendi
artists, as well as food stalls,
there was so
much and more for everyone
to enjoy.
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Sleeping
Beauty
The anniversary celebrations
continued at Select
CITYWALK with The
Sleeping Beauty, a grand
dance ballet production.
The very talented set of
performers from the Imperial
Fernando Ballet Company
narrated the age-old and
much-loved fairytale like
never before, with amazing
performances that wowed
the audience.
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FIND YOUR WAY

/STORE DIRECTORY

EASY TO LOCATE

Ground Floor
ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS

G11

Guess

EW4A

Häagen-Dazs

GA01

H&M

G19

Burberry

EW9

Red Mango

GA02

Zara

G24

BCBGeneration

EW10

Cha Cha Cha

GR02

MUJI*

G25

Tommy Hilfiger

GR03

Khan Chacha

BEAUTY & SKINCARE

G37

Thomas Pink

RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING

G07A

Colorbar

G38

CK Jeans

GR02A

Pizza Hut

G07B

Shahnaz Husain

G39

bebe

GR02B

KFC

G09

Dior

G40

Mango

G12

Estée Lauder

G56

Promod

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION
ACCESSORIES & FOOTWEAR

G13A

Chanel

G58

GANT

G13B

Bobbi Brown

G65

Kate Spade*

G16A

Inglot

FOOD, GROCERY & CONFECTIONERY

G43

Clinique

G02A

Passion Cheese

G48

L'Occitane en Provence

EW4B

I Say Organic

G49

M.A.C

G22B

Choko la

G51

Sephora

EW18

Royce

G61

Forest Essentials

GF

Perfume Couture

Lobby A
Modern Bazaar
lower
ground floor

EW11

Shahnaz Husain

CAFES & MORE

APPAREL

EW16

Keventers

House of Louis Philippe

G21

Chicago Pizza

APPAREL - INTERNATIONAL BRANDS

G29

Fast Trax

G02D

Armani Jeans

G42

Starbucks

GA02

Zara

G47

L'Opéra

G02C

U.S. Polo Assn.

G64B

Alaturka

G03

Massimo Dutti

G64A

Gelato Vinto

G05

G08

Furla

G17

Aldo

G69

Charles & Keith

EW5A

Malik Sahab*

EW15A

Happy Socks

EW14B

Al Jild

WATCHES & JEWELLERY
G10

Swarovski

G14

Ethos

GF

Watches

G15

Rado

EW6B

Preeti Mohan

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS
G02B

Happily Unmarried

G08B

Lladró

G68

Robo Bull

EW5A

Fleurish

EW8

Daily Objects

Accessorize
Accessorize

H&M

Zara

Inglot

M.A.C

H&M
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LINGERIE
G18

APPAREL - INTERNATIONAL BRANDS

KIOSKS
La Senza

F03

Massimo Dutti

F15

Forever New

F34

Superdry

Relic steam car wash

F35

United Colors of Benetton

Galaxy balloons

F36

Armani Exchange**

F38

Aéropostale

F52

Beverly Hills Polo Club

F53

Levi's

F54

Lacoste

F63

T.M. Lewin

Ground floor
(outside plaza)

Coconut cart

Entrance-A Central
Atrium

Roller kids stroller

HOME & LIFESTYLE

Basement-2

G59B

In front of PVR ticket
counter (GF)

ELECTRONICS
EW14A

harman/kardon
Casa Pop**

SERVICES, SPECIALITY SHOPS & TRAVEL
G22A

Opticals &
Sunglasses

Sunglass Hut

G60

Travel Shop

TUI Travel

G62

Pharmacy

Guardian GNC Livewell

G63A

Cinemas

PVR Ticket Counter

GR01

Automobile Royal Enfield

Lift
Lobby B

Concierge

GF

Manager on
Duty Desk

GF

Flourist

Fleurish

GF

Perfumerie

Perfume Couture

First Floor
ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS
F01

H&M

F02

Croma

FF

PVR Gold Class & PVR Premiere

F12

Pantaloons

FA02

GAP

APPAREL - SPORTSWEAR

BEAUTY & SKINCARE

Serviced
Svelte Hotel & Personal
Apartments Suites

LOWER GROUND 1

F10

The Body Shop

F77A

Faces

F78B

innisfree

F30

Nike

F40

Puma

F43

Columbia

F55

Adidas

F56

Reebok

F58

Asics

APPAREL - RESORTWEAR
F17A

APPAREL
F01A

Allen Solly Women

F05

Allen Solly

F25-26

W

F57

Van Heusen Women

Shivan & Narresh

APPAREL - ETHNICWEAR
F79

L'affaire

CAFES & MORE

Lobby B

Rewards Desk

F68A

Zodiac

Lobby C

TJ's Products

F70

Wills Lifestyle

F62

Barista Lavazza

FF

Sushiya

F65

The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf

F73

The Kathi's

F74

Krispy Kreme
H&M

Estée Lauder
Clinique

Accessorize
Tommy Hilfiger
Zara

Bobbi Brown
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FIND YOUR WAY

/STORE DIRECTORY

EASY TO LOCATE
RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING

LINGERIE

F48A

F31

Amici

CK Underwear

HOME & LIFESTYLE
F61

CCDS Kitchen & More

SERVICES, SPECIALITY SHOPS & TRAVEL

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION ACCESSORIES &
FOOTWEAR

F19

Liquor Shop

In front of asics (FF)

MoArmouz

In front of puma (FF)

Hawk Tattoo

In front of Lift
lobby B (FF)

Kavi- The Poetry Art
Project

In front of CBTL (FF)

SBI

F-74A

Mr. Pronto (shoe repair)

FF

Green India &
Yuccube Planters

Rite Sight

FF

Flavours of Punjab
(aampapad)

Opticals &
Sunglasses

Dayal Opticals

In front of lift
lobby B (FF)

CCILU

F69B

Writing
Instruments

William Penn

Next to H&M

Lunna scales

Chattri (FF)

Aam papad

Accessorize

FF

Cold Press Juices Antidote

In front of Amici (FF)

Green India

innisfree*

FF

Popcorn

The Crunch Box

In front of Dayal opticals Rosemoore

FF

Cinemas

PVR Gold Class
& PVR Premiere

Opposite Gap

FF

Pet Accessories

Heads up for
Tails

Steve Madden

F22A

F14

Da Milano

Watches Service Ethos
Centre

F23B

Nail Bar

Simar's Nail Bar

F17B

Aldo Accessories

F27

Modelart

F33

Dune

F59

Satya Paul Accessories

Scaled Model
Replicas &
Hobby Toys

F64

Nine West

F60

Opticals &
Sunglasses

F67

Hidesign

F68B

F69A

Trésmode

F72

Nappa Dori

F78A
F78B

WATCHES & JEWELLERY
F11

Renee Jewellers

F16B

Swatch

F48B

Seiko

FF

Pots & Plants

Green India

Tissot

FF

Tattoo Art

Hawk Tattoo

FF Balcony

Shoe & Bag
Repair

Mr. Pronto

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS
F18

HTC

In front of Croma (FF) Antidote

La cave

F-09

F63

In front of Samsung
store (FF)

Crossword

The Artful Baker

Second Floor
ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS

ELECTRONICS

S06

Goodearth

SA02

Homestop

BEAUTY & SKINCARE

F21

Digital House

KIOSKS

F29

Samsung

Crunch Box

F37

Imagine

In front of crispy
crème (FF)
In front of Forever
new (FF)

Sushiya Impex

S32

NovaLash

APPAREL - SPORTSWEAR
S17B

Adidas Kids

Zara
Aldo

H&M
H&M
Superdry

The Body Shop
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APPAREL - ETHNICWEAR

S06

Goodearth

S11B

S11A

Oma

RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING

Fabindia

S30B1

Le Creuset

S01

My Square

S02A
S02B

In front of Good Earth Heads Up For Tails
(SF)
In front of S21 (SF)

Nails ‘N’ More

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS

In front of Tommy
Hilfiger (kids) SF

Crocs

Burger King

S12A

Momentz

In front of S-16 (SF)

Mövenpick

Harry's

S13

Kriti Creations

Spotless (car wash)

S05

Sattvik

S15

Gifts of Love

Basement-2
(SF)

S09

Mamagoto

S29B

Om Book Shop

In front of Geetanjali
(SF)

Sugar Threads

S10

Joy Luck Moon

ELECTRONICS

Terrace (SF)

Buddies Planet

S12B

Yum Yum Cha

SF

In front of S21 & 22

Snow desert café

S14

Johnny Rockets

FOOD, GROCERY & CONFECTIONARY

S18

Punjab Grill

SF

MZone
Mövenpick

Third & Fourth Floor

KIDS & INFANT CARE
S25

Mothercare

S27

US Polo Kids & Women

SPECIALITY SHOPS & TRAVEL

S28

United Colors of Benetton

S15

Stationery

Gifts of Love

S30A1

Chicco

S29A

Salon

Geetanjali

S31

Salon

Looks

S30B2

Spa

Aroma Thai

SF

Entertainment

Hangout

SF

Nail Bar

Nails N More

SF

Cotton Candy

Sugar Threads

SF

Pet Accessories

Heads Up of Tails

S33

Tommy Hilfiger Childrenswear

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION
ACCESSORIES & FOOTWEAR
S16A

Delsey

S16B

Samsonite

S17A

GEOX

S23

Cath kidston*

SF

Crocs

HOME & LIFESTYLE
SA02

Homestop

S30A2

Maspar

H&M

KIOSKS
In front of Good Earth MZone
(SF)

Select CITYWALK Store Directory
3rd Floor Entertainment

Hangout

3rd Floor Café

Elma’s Café**

4th Floor Fine Dining

PA PA YA*

Fifth & Sixth Floor
Select CITYWALK Store Directory
5th &
6th
Floor

Health Club

Fitness First

* Stores coming soon
** Stores Newly opened
*** Newly Opened Highstreet Stores

Zara
Aldo

Forever New

M.A.C

Aldo
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